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INTRODUCTION
In introducing the concept of jets I shall go back to seme
results from high energy proton-proton collisions obtained at the
CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) in 1972 - 1973
The data are shown in Fig. 1. The initial work measured the
differential production cross section for pions only in the region
of transverse momentum, p^ , up to about 1 GeV/c. In this interval a straight 3-ine fit to the logarithm of the invariant cross
section Ed o / d J p as function of p^, appeared very good, indicating the functional relationship
d3a
E-—
dp

pT

-

A*exp(-B p T ) .

This function vas indeed expected from the ideas of Feynman scaling
which also predicted that the constants A and B should be independent of the centre of mass (c.m. ) energy, /s , of the protonproton system at very high energies.
A simple picture of the collision process is shown in Fig. 2.a
On colliding / the two protons (Lorenta-contracted) break into two
fragments each. The two parts which really hit each other remain
almost at rest in the c.m. system, forming a lump o f very excited
energy, boiling off the energy as particles o f relatively low momen Lum. The other two parts continue almost in their original
direction vith rather high momenta, "decaying" into a few particles
with low transverse momentum.
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Fig. 1. The mean invariant cross section for production o f
and
w~ in proton-proton collisions with centre of mass energy 52.8 GeV
plotted as function of the transverse momentum of the
.
The
straight line is a fit to early data (see Ref. l).

When the measurements at the ISR were continued to higher
Bp
t it turned out that the cross section did not follow the
simple exponential pp-dependence. The measured values were very
much higher, as can he seen from Fig. 1.
The explanation for this behaviour may be that there are hard
grains (quarks,, partons) within the protons and when the grain from
the two protons meet they enter in a hard collision, in a sense like
the semi-elastic scattering of protons in nucleus-nucleus collisions.
The idea is pictured in Fig. 2b. The grains that undergo the hard
collision may leave the interaction region vith high transverse momenta, carrying along vith them some part of, or the entire central
lump of energy, "decaying" as they fly away. It is the "decay" products of such hard collisions,, indicated by the double arrows at
the bottom of Fig. 2b, which we call jets.
It seems to me that the hard scattering also could occur
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Fig. 2a. Sketch indicating a proton-proton collision resulting in
particle production following Feynman scaling.
Fig. 2b. Sketch indicating a proton-proton collision including
hard scattering of constituents of the protons.

between two regions of very high energy density (due to statistical fluctuations) in the kinetic part of the energy associated
with the protons. Therefore I shall in this talk frequently use
the word "flueton" to describe any part of the energy, associated
with the protons, that takes part in the hard collision leading to
jets, including quarks, portons, gluons and constituents*
Although
it is not necessary for an energy density fluctuation to have fixed
quantum numbers, the jets resulting from the final state interactions ("decays") must have specific quantum numbers, but their
invariant mass distribution may be continuous.
The inclusion of hard scattering within the protons in high
energy collisions has led to the description o f many models and
parametrizations. See Ref. ^ for u. review o f Large Transverse Momentum Processes as of June 1975 and Ref. 8 for paraaetrization o f
data on inclusive production in terns of such models.
The properties of jets have been discussed in several papers'" 1 '
beginning with Bjorken and Brodsky's' article in 1970 about hadron
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Fig. 3. Sketch indicating an electron-positron collision resulting
in the production of hadrons.

production in electron-positron collisions. In the following I
shall describe as an experimentalist the different main features
of jets, leaving you to study the more mathematical approaches in
the above references.
The simplest picture (theoretical and experimental) of jets may
actually come from the production of hadrons in electron-positron
(e + e~) scattering, since when these leptons collide they annihilate,
leaving a very highly condensed amount of energy (a virtual photon)
which in some cases will appear as a single parton-antiparton pair
as shown in Fig. 3. The pair of partons may then fly in any direction, back to back in their c.m. system, "decaying" very quickly
into two jets of hadrons with rather low momentum transverse to the
direction of the parent partons.
It is reasonable to assume that these jets, produced in e + e
collisions are similar to the jets produced in proton-proton collisions. Actually the structure of the jets in their c.m. system aay
look like the structure of a proton-proton inelastic event without
high transverse momentum particles. See bottom part of Fig. 2a.
The e + e~ events frequently have a single set of jets, while the
proton-proton, pion-proton or any hadron-hadron event with jets
will include also the particles from the forward-backward flying
fragments, thereby confusing the structure: which particle belongs
to the jets, which belongs to the forward-backward fragments?
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An extra complication in proton-proton events comes from the
(assumed) fact that the protons consist of at least two types of
quarks and a number of quark-antiquark pairs of different kinds in
addition to other types of fluctons. The jets can therefore be the
result of hard scatterings of several types of pairs of fluctons
and/or antifluctons, while in the case of e + e ~ scattering the colliding fluctons must be expected to be pairs of flucton-antiflucton
of the same kind (in quark language (uü) , (dd) or (ss)).

JETS IN

e e.

COLLISIONS

At SPEAR, the e + e~ colliding beam facility at Stanford Linear
Accelerator Centre, a study has been made of the hadronic jets proThe produced in e + e ~ collisions at several c.m. emergies. 1 * * 1 5
perty measured is called sphericity, s , and is defined as
3 A.
S =

A1+A2+A3

(K)
Z p.

i
where

A-

min

1

are the eigenvalues of the tensor
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Fig. U. Observed mean sphericity versus centre of mass energy for
events of electron-positron collisions producing hadrons. The
solid (dashed) curve shows e mean sphericity obtained from a Monte
Carlo computation based on a jet model (phase space model). See
Ref. 15.
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The Xi are the sums of thé squares of the transverse momenta with
respect to the corresponding eigenvector directions. À 3 is the
minimum eigenvalue and the eigenvector corresponding to A3 is defined as the jet axis.
Events with high multiplicity and a uniform distribution are
characterized by S d
, for events where all particles follow
the jet-axis the value of S = 0 . The value of S therefore is
a measure of the jet structure of the events.
The group has found evidence for jets as we shall see in the
following figures. However, because of the non-uniformity of the
acceptance of the particles produced, the measured results had to
be compared to Monte Carlo simulations of the same distributions,
based on either an isotropic phase space model or a jet model with
a mean transverse momentum of 315 MeV/c with respect to the jet
axis. Note that the computations assume production of pions only
(neutral and charged) and that all charged tracks found experimentally are assumed to be pions. (We shall come back to the importance of really identifying the particles later).

Fig. 5. Observed sphericity distributions for events of electronpositron collisions producing hadrons. The curves were obtained
from computations as explained for Fig. U and were normalized to
the number of events in the data. The data were recorded at centre
of mass energies 3.0 , 6.2 and 7.^ OeV for particles o f
x = 2p/E
< 0.U
( p is the particle momentum).
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Fig.
shows the mean spericity, <S> , versus c.ra. energy.
The measured values of <S> vary from 0.35 at /s = 3.0 GeV to
0.29 at /s = 7.U GeV. The energy dependence is in good agreement with the jet model but disagrees with the phase space model.
The distribution of events in the sphericity space is shown in
Fig. 5 for c.m. energies 3.0 , 6.2 and J.k GeV. At the lowest
energy both model calculations agree very well with the measured
values. For the higher energies the discrepancy between experimental data and the phase space model increases with energy while
there is always good agreement between data and the jet model distributions. From observations it therefore seems clear that hadrons in e + e~ collisions are produced in jets. However, there
could be other effects that might simulate jets, e.g. statistical
fluctuations, kinematical correlations and production of resonances.
These effects have been studied theoretically by Grassberger and
De Groot 1 6 who introduce a somewhat different definition of
sphericity, or rather aspherieity, which eliminates the effect o f
statistical fluctuations. From the above mentioned effects tbey
estimate contributions to the asphericity of less than 20 % while
they expect the value of about UO % at the highest SPEAR energies
if the hadrons are produced in jets with transverse momentum distributions similar to that of hadronie reactions.
A definitive measurement and analysis following this method
has not yet been carried out, so, although jet-like production of
hadrons in e + e - collisions seems very likely, it is not quite
proved to be so.
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Fig. 6. Invariant mass distribution for neutral two-particle combinations of hadrons produced in electron-positron collisions (all
hadrons interpreted as pions).

It is natural to ask vhether these jets are something new or
just known resonances. The SPEAR-group has studied the invariant
mass distribution for two-particle combinations in different categories. One of the distributions is shown in Fig. 6 for events
with at least three tracks, c.m. energy
GeV and for neutral
combinations of particles, all assumed to be pions. The masses o f
some resonances are indicated in the diagram, and it is clear that
no large production of resonances is found. However, the nonidentification of particles, if there is a fair fraction of particles heavier than the pions, washes out the possible resonance structures both because a" too large number of combinations are formed
and because possible resonances of pion and a heavy particle spread
over relatively wide mass ranges due to the misidentification.

JETS IN PROTON-PROTON COIilSIONS
In dealing with the jet concept in proton-proton collisions it
has so far not been found practical to use sphericity as the observable. Instead one has concentrated on the study o f other correlation
effects which will be discussed in the following. Several experiments 1 7 - 2 v have been performed in-order to study correlation effects
in high energy proton-proton collisions. 1 believe that the clearest
information about jets will come from experiments involving particles
in the large-angle region and with the identification of as many
particles as possible. Therefore I shall in this talk mainly use

I
I

Fig. J. Sketch of sua experimental set-up used at the proton-proton
intersecting storage rings (ISP.) for the study of events with high
transverse momentum. SFM and BM indicate bending magnets, single
straight lines show scintillator hodoscopes,
shaded rectangles
show stultiwire proportional chambers^and the open rectangleè spark
chambers. The round structures are Cerenkov counters.
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sont* new preliminary data from the British-Scandinavian-Orsay Group
(BSO) 22 and results from a CERN group (Darriulat et al.) 2 3 which
have been published and already reviewed several times.
The sets of data have both been obtained at the ISR, using a
general experiment device, the Split Field Magnet (SFM), and spesific trigger systems. The set-up for the BSO group is shown in
Fig. 7* The SFM-system contains a large number of multiwire proportional chambers to record the tracks of "all** the particles from
an event. The BSO trigger system consists of a magnetic spectrometer placed at 90° . to the bisector of the 15° angle -.«etween
the proton beams and almost in the horizontal plane, capable of
identifying charged particles of momenta up to 5 GeV/c . '.-'he CERN
group used an array of lead glass blocks, also placed at about 90°
to the bisector and centered on the horizontal plane, "but on the
side opposite to the direction of motion of the c.m. system of the
colliding protons.
The coordinate system used in the presentation of the data is
described in Appendix A and indicated in Fig. 8, where the protons
come in from left and right along the y-axis.
In the present description I have neglected small differences
between the systems used by the two groups in order to give a coherent, simple picture of the data. The simplifications can cause only
very minor changes to the distribution, weJl within present accuracies.
In Appendix B a description is giveu of the difficulties in
presenting the data because of the nor-uniform acceptances. In
particular a ratio R = (l»13/min.bias) is defined, normalizing event
rates with a high p^. trigger to those with a socalled minimum "bias
trigger.

Fig. 8. The coordinate system used to describe the events. The
protons are coming in along the y-axis, and the positive x-axis
is defined by the momentum of the trigger particle,
.
See
Appendix A for further explanations.
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Fig. 9. Sketch indicating production of jeti; of particles in
proton-proton collisions, the protons entering fron top and bottom
represent respectively the
for each figure.
p w , pj and p s
momenta of the trigger particle, the jet and the secondary particles making up the jet. Figure a may be substituted for the left
side of the Figures
and c .

General Jet-Features
We shall assume that a jet is characterized by a set of particles vi thin a cone of relatively »mall opening angle
and
that in general tvo jets are produced through a hard collision between two fiuctons, the fluctons flying apart back to back in their
own c.m. system.
Fig. 9 shows jet configurations where the total momentum o f .
the jet (or the initial flucton) is drawn as a double lined arrow
p . . The momenta, p s of the final jet particles (the secondaxy
particles) are drawn as single line arrows, pv represents the
trigger particle, usually of high transverse momentum, p»p .
The
jet on the trigger side may consist of the trigger particle only
or a jet of the type shewn in F^g. 9a. Ar. indicated, Pj * p ^ .
The full picture may look as Fig. 9b or 9c , or with pw
in those
drawings replaced by Fig. 9a. The jet opposite to the trigger
may of course also consist of only one particle. The angles between
the particles are chosen smaller than expected on the average'* ,
in order to bring out the features more clearly.
It should be noted that the polar angle of the jet opposite
depends on the fraction of the proton momenta carried by
to p w
the initial fluc+ons. The azimuthal angle between Py and p./
>
is expected to depend only on a relatively small internal
motion of the fluctons in the protons (similar to Fermi motion in
the nuclei) so that the two jet-axes should be approximately coplanar. The experimental study of jets is complicated by the fact
that only a fraction of the jet-particles are detected, e.g. only
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Pig. 10. Rapidity distribution of charged particles produced in
proton-proton collisions with centre of mass energy 52.8 GeV , in
events with a charged trigger particle of transverse momentum,
P w < 1 GeV/c . The vertical scale (for experiment 1»13) is normalized
to a distribution obtained with a minimum bias trigger. Secondary
charged particles of any transverse momentum are included. Three
distributions are shown for particles in the following ranges of
azimuthal angle with respect to the piano defined by the trigger
particle and the incoming protons:
H | < 30° (-91 ) , • 1180° < 30° (—K) and 75° < |«| < 105° ( | ).

the charged ones and not even all of them.
Turning now to experimental data, Fig. 10, displays R , the
ratio of the rate of p w -trigger events to that of minimum bias
events (see Appendix B) as a function of rapidity, y of the particles. Rapidity is defined as

y

i t
= 2 *n

E

*

p

y
T^i;

where E is the total energy of the particle and py its longitudinal momenttun. In this case p w < 1 GeV/c , no choice of
trigger particle type has been made, and all charged particle tracks
found in the following regions are included:
Region
I ("same side")
defined by
«I <
Region II ("opposite side") defined by
l80°5° <
Region III ("up")
defined by
75°
<
Region IV ("down")
defined by
Regions III and IV are added in the plots.

30°
-

<30°

• < 105°
(-•) < 105°
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Fig. 11. Same type of distribution as in Fig. 10, but with
p > 3 GeV/c .
w

Even for these lov values of Py there L.-. a clear trend for the particles to accumulate in the neighbourhood of the trigger particle,
R decreasing from about l.U at y = 0 to about 0.7 at y =
.
For low values of y the ratio R is largest for the opposite side.

è Rapidity'

N

TRiGG€R RWma.E.pw>2GeV/c
CHARGED f*RTICLES.pt >0.8 GeV/c

SCALES SHOW RRTES DMOEOBir RATES M
MEASUREMENT WITH MNMUM BIAS WIGGER.
Fig. 12. Same type of distribution as in Fig. 10, but with the
different azimuthal ranges represented "three-dimensionally" by
the respective coordinate planes. In this case p > 2 GeV/c and
secondary particles are required to have transverse momentum,
py > 0,8 GeV/c .

Fig. 11 shows a similar plot of R , hut now p« > 3 GeV/c .
The most striking difference between Figures 10 and 11 is the increased number of particles near y = 0 for the opposite side as
would be expected according to the hard scattering model. Also the
multiplicities of regions I, III and IV have increased, but only by
about 30 %. In addition, one notes that the multiplicity in the
forward direction y ~ U is very low ( R ^ 0.3) for the same side.
(The data for y
U are lacking for the opposite side.)
It is interesting to notice the similarity between these distribution for the up, down and same side regions (the trigger particle is not counted on the same side). This property changes
drastically when one requires p^ > 0.8 GeV for the particles, as
shown in Fig. 12 where p v > 2 GeV/c . The figure is plotted in a
3-dimensional way to bring out the picture of coplanarity. The
values of R around y = 0 are R ~ 3 for the same side, R
1.5
for the up-down regions and R ~ 7 on the opposite side, in good
agreement with a jet-picture.
Note that the multiplicity on the same side is lower than on
the opposite side due (at least in part) to the .requirement of a
large value of p w . 1 1 , 2 , 1
The distribution on the opposite side is much broader than that
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Fig. 13. Distribution of two-particle combinations as function of
the rapidity difference Ay between the two particles'J
The
two particles are on the opposite side to the trigger particle
(|l80° - $ I < 30°) and are each required to have p^ > 0.8 GeV/c .
Py > 2 GeV/c .
For comparison is shown the distribution of
Fig. 12 of single particles with
|l80°
< 30° ( + ) .
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on the same side. This, as stated above, is expected because of the
notion of the c.m. system of the fluctons. A selection of events
with two particles on the opposite side, each with p^ > 0.8 GeV/c,
was made in order to look for the widths of the jets themselves.
In Fig. 13 we plot the rates of such events as function o f the difference between the rapidities of these two particles, and for comparison the R as function of y as also shown in Fig. 12. (The
two rates fre not to the same scale.)
The Ay distribution is clearly much narrower, with a width
approximately like the one for the same side in Fig. 12. Although
the Ay measurement by no means is a correct measure of the Ay
distribution of the whole jet, the result at least seems consistent
with the expectations outlined above for the jet model.
The last figure concerned with these general features of jets
is due to the CERN group. Using a n° trigger with Py > 2 GeV/c
they select the particle on the opposite side balancing the largest
fraction of the p^ , (xj;) » with a prp > 1.2 GeYA: and lying in
a particular rapidity interval. The rapidity distribution of the
remaining particles (without any momentum cut) with respect to the
chosen particle is shown in Fig. lU. As the rapidity interval for
the chosen particle moves away from y = 0 of the proton-proton
c.m. system, an enhancement in the distribution follows it, again
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Fig. lU. Rapidity distributions of charged particles of any transverse momentum in the hemisphere opposite to a
trigger particle
In Figures a, b and c events have been chosen
with p w > 2 GeV/c .
with a particle of ptp > 1.2 GeV/c (not included in the plot) in
the rapidity range indicated by double arrows
(<
> ). In Fig. d
similarly a particle of p,p < 0.6 GeV/c has been chosen. The dashed
lines show the rapidity distribution observed in minimum bias events
and the solid curve is the rapidity distribution observed in average
events with p w > 2 GeV/c .
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consistent with the picture of a Jet of particles following the
high j>p particle.
Note that an enhancement of the particle multiplicity with
respect to the minimum bias values also remains at y = 0 , i.e.
opposite to the
trieeer particle, independent of the y-region
of the selected high p^, particle on the opposite side.
So far we have mostly looked at the very general features of
the jets, mixing the results from recordings with triggers of all
charged particle types. In looking for a dependence on the particle
type w e show in Fig. 15 the ratio of the multiplicities associated
with a R- or p* trigger to that with a w trigger, with
Py > 2 GeV/c . The ratio is given as function of rapidity for particles on the same side and on the opposite side. The ratio is
consistent with 1 over the entire rapidity interval available,
maybe showing a slight trend toward higher multiplicities at large
y for a K-trigger with associated particles of p»p > O.li GeV/c .
In the jet interval, yjg 1 , there is no difference within the
present statistics, but it shall be interesting to get more accurate results and separate data for the different charges of the
trigger particles.
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Fig. 15. The multiplicity associated with K 4 (4) or p*
triggers divided by those associated with t 4 as function of
rapidity, y . Trigger momentum Py. > 2 GeV/c .
In the left
I «t» I < 30° . in the right one
|l80° - 4>[ < 30°. Three sets
figure
of data are shown for each side, viz. for associated particles vith
transverse momentum pij < 0.1» GeV/c , 0 . U < p T < 0 . 8 GeV/c and
p T > 0 . 8 GeV/c as indicated. The points shewn at y = 2.25 include
all particles with y > 2 .
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Fig. 16. Invariant mass spectra of two-particle combinations of
trigger particles u* ,
K* or p* of p w > 2 GeV/c with other
particles in the event with p x > 0.8 GeV/c and all assumed to be
pions. Both neutral and doubly charted combinations (shaded areas)
are shown.

INVARIANT MASS DISTRIBUTIONS IN HIGH

pT

EVENTS

If there are jets produced in hard collisions between constituents of the protons, the really interesting measurements would be
the determination of the masses and quantum numbers of these constituents. This is possible only if we can identify and measure
the energy or momentum of all the particles (charged and neutral)
in the events and in addition have a clear separation of the jets
from the other particles produced in the collision. We are far
from this goal, and have at present only identification of a trigger particle together with momentum measurements of particles over
a fairly large solid angle. (The BSO group has recorded information which in th«-ir future analysis will enable the identification
of a few additional charged particles per event.)
While waiting for better data the BSO group has produced invariant mass (M) plots of two-particle combinations of an identified trigger particle with another particle assumed to be a w 4 .
Fig. 16 shows histograms of the number of such combinations per
AM = 50 MeV as function of M when p„ > 2 GeV/c , the particles
appear on the same side with p x > 0.8 GeV/c and their momentum
is measured with an accuracy better than 20 % .
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Combinations
(n») 0 and (ir*)14 are plotted in the same diagram, jhowinc that in the high mass region they are almost equal.
In the low mass region the (**)
distribution shows a strong,
broad peak around the mass of the p . Similarly the (K*)° and
(Kir)*- distributions show a marked difference only in the region
of the K* (890) and the (p*) distributions show a significant
difference only in the region of the H* (1500-1700 MeV) where
again the frequency of neutral combinations exceeds that of the
charged ones.
The neutral combinations stand out more clearly in Fig. 17
which shows the difference between the number of neutral and the
charged combinations.
The finer details of these invariant mu:;r. distributions can
only be studied with more statistics together with a clear identification also ol" the particles associated with the trigger. Measurements of inclusive spectra show a decreasing fractional component
of pions among the particles produced as p.j. increases (Fig. 18).
The component of heavier particles increases from about 25 % to
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Fig. 17. The invariant mass spectrum obtained as the difference
between the spectra of the neutral and the doubly charged combinations shown in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 18.
The f r a c t i o n of t h e c h a r g e d p a r t i c l e production cross
s e c t i o n i n p r o t o n - p r o t o n c o l l i s i o n s at a = 9 0 ° going into p i c n s ,
k a o n s and p r o t o n s (summed o v e r b o t h c h a r g e t y p e s ) as a function of
ti?*ns v e r s e momentum. The c u r v e s i n d i c a t e a s m o o t h e d average of
d a t a f c r p r o t o n - p r o t o n c e n t r e of mass e n e r g i e s b e t w e e n 23 GeV and
6 3 GeV . N o t e t h a t t h e c u r v e f o r p r o t o n s plur. antiprotons is
s h i f t e d two u n i t s u p w a r d s .

about
% in the range 0.8 < p,p < 1.6 OeV/e so the contamination
of heavy particles in the combination» of Fig. l6 m&y be expected
to be large.
I also want to present some of the invariant mass plots from
the CF.RN group measurements. Fig. 19 show» to the left the number
of particles on the same side as the trigger
, per unit rapidity
for 1» different regions of the momentum component p x of the particle (p^o • P w > 2 GeV/c). There is a clear enhancement of the
distribution around the u° (y ~ 0) which sharpens as the required
is increased. For values of |y| > 1 the distribution is
px
roughly equal to that obtained with a minimum bias trigger as indicated by the dashed lines (compare also with Figures 10 and 11.)
To the right in Fig. 19 are shown the invariant mass plots for
the two-particle combination it° together with any other particle
in the given p x ~range, assuming the latter to be a pion. The
distributions are compared to background curves calculated for uncorrected minimum bias particle distributions and show deviations
from the latter only in the low mass region. The deviation increases
with increasing p x and is more or less centered on the mass of
the p , but with a width too large for a p .
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Fig. 19. Rapidity distributions (left) for particles associated
with a u° of momentum p w > 2 GeV/c and invariant mass distributions (right) of the two-particle combination of the high transverse momentum n° with another particle in the event assumed to
< 27°
be a ir+ or ir~ . The particles accepted were within
and the data have been grouped in the following intervals of horizontal transverse momentum component, p x :
a)
b)
c)
d)

0.U
0.6
0.8
1.1

<
<
<
<

px
px
px
px

<
<
<
<

0.6
0.8
1.1
1.7

GeV/c
GeV/c
GeV/c
GeV/c

The mass distributions include particles with
|y| < 2 only. The
dashed lines represent the minimum bias rapidity distributions and
the dashed curves the mass distributions expected for uncorrelated
particles.
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I n o r d e r t o b r i n g o u t t h e m a s s peak f e a t u r e s more c l e a r l y t h e
CERN g r o u p h ^ s a d d e d up a l l t h e d a t a f o r 0 . 7 < p x < 1 . 7 C e V / c
w h i c h show a mass d i s t r i b u t i o n a s s e e n i n F i g . 2 0 .
The d a s h e d
c u r v e a g a i n r e p r e s e n t s a computed d i s t r i b u t i o n e x p e c t e d f o r u n c o r r e l a t i ;1 p a r t i c l e s .
The mass d i s t r i b u t i o n shows a c l e a r peak c e n t e r e d a t t h e p
mass,
w i t h a w i d t h c o n s i s t e n t w i t h t h a t o f t h e p and t h e a c c u racy o f the measurements.
From t h e
p peak and t h e a s s u m e d b a c k g r o u n d r a t e shown a s a d o t - d a s h l i n e , t h e g r o u p e s t i m a t e s t h e p
p r o d u c t i o n c r o s s s e c t i o n and f i n d s a v a l u e
^ o + ,a 1 P + P
=
2
o „

0.9

±0.2

f o r t h e r a t i o between the average o f
the direct n° production (u° from

and
production and
p-dec.'iy removed).

However, J„he distribution in Fig. 'Pi) shown an indication of
a peak also around M ~ UOO MeV. Tiiir, could come from K * (890)
production, which we already have seen in not unimportant (Fig. 17)
because if the K in the (K-JÎ) decay or K* is wrongly labelled
n , the invariant mass of the (K«) ay:.torn from K* will appear
clone to M = 1»00 MeV for the partie le momentum intervals used.
If this interpretation is correct the cioa:; section for p may
have been underestimated.

0«

OS

tj

Fig. 20. The invariant mass distribution for two-particle combinations of ir° and ir+ or ir" as explained for Fig. 19» but with
0.7 < p x < 1.7 GeV/c. The dashed curve is the mass distribution
expected for uncorrelated particles and the dash-dot-line represents the background used when estimating the p production cross
section.
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K*f«M)-*TrK
n

*

Fig. 21. The opening angle, « , for a p decaying into two pions
(left) or a K* ( 8 9 0 ) decaying into a pion and a kaon (right), as
function of pion momentum for fixed values of the momentum of the
other particle.

Having now found that a very large part of the particle combinat ions are due to p we again turn to the left pert of Fig. 19«
The distribution was found to become more and more peaked as p j
was increased, with a width of the peak with 1.1 < p^ < 1.7 GeV/c
This is very reasoncorresponding to an opening angle of 25°. 2 3
able if the pions come from the decay of p as is shown in Fig. 21,
left, where three curves are drawn showing the opening angle between
the pions for different pion momenta. It is seen that if
Pçj " 2 GeV/c and p, 2 = 1.5 GeV/c , the opening angle is 25° .
Similarly the opening angle for the Kw system of the K* is shown
in Fig. 21, right ~ Here the angle is found to be even smaller.
The trend towards more peaked distributions of the associated
particles when their momenta are required to be higher, could therefore just reflect the production of low mass resonances with high
transverse momentum in the proton-proton system.
The same jet-like trend as described above for particles on the
same side as the trigger particle, holds also for particles on the
opposite side. Fig. 22 shows the number of particle combinations on
the opposite fide where each particle has p^> > 0.8 GeV/c, per unit
rapidity difference between the two particles. The trigger particle
is required to have p,, > 2 GeV/c . For comparison is drawn in the
distributions obtained when a particle from one high p>p event is
combined with particles from different high
events. It is clear
that the proper combinations show a distribution more peaked around
Ay = 0 than does the "background" distribution. Within the poor
statistics there is .also here an indication o f a.larger number o f
neutral than doubly charged combinations in this region.
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RAPIDITY DIFFERENCE
Fig. 22. Distribution of two-particle combinations of particles on
the opposite side to a trigger particle with p w > 2 GeV/c, as function of the difference between the rapidities of the two particles.
Both particles are required to have p<j. > 0.8 GeV/c. The histograms
represent combinations obtained vith one particle taken from one
event, the other from another high p w ~event. No distinction between
different types of particles. Data are shown for neutral and doubly
charged combinations and the sum of these.

In order to get a measure of the mean transverse momentum, q ,
of a secondary particle in a jet with respect to the jet axis, the
BSO group has chosen to look at two-particle combinations once more.
The momenta of the trigger particle and the other particle are added
vectorially and the components of momentum of each particle perpendicular to this direction is called q (see upper right corner of
is chosen in three different intervals as indicated
Fig. 23). p w
in Fig. 23 and the other particle on the same side is required to
have py > 1 GeV . The distribution of number of particle combinations as function of q shows a double pealed structure. One. peak
stays near q • 0 GeV/c and shows a tendency o f shrinking as Pv
is increased. Due to experimental effects the first bin in the
diagram is nearly empty so a quantitative value of a mean q cannot
be given but a value around q = O.U GeV/c for ptf > 3 GeV/c is a
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Fig. 23. Distribution of two-particle combinations as function of
the particle momentum (q) transverse t o the vector sum of the
momenta of the two particles. The triggei- particle is chosen with
Py. in the intervals indicated. The other particle is required to
have p T > 1 GeV/c and |<>i < 90e

reasonable estimate.
In the figure for Py > 3 GeV/e the shaded areas show the
distribution for doubly charged combinations. The peaking is by
no means as clear as for the rest, and the peaking may therefore
still be due mainly to neutral resonances.
Th_ second peak in Fig. 23, moving towards higher q-values
is increased, reflects only the fact that there are highas p v
momentum particles in the forward direction which, when combined
with the trigger particle, whose momentum spectrum is very steeply
falling (see Fig. 1), produce the q-values observed.
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CONCLUSION
We have used a simple definition of jets as the result of
a hard collision between two fluctons (quarks, partons, constituents, gluons or statistical fluctuation giving regions of -^ry
high energy density) of the colliding particles. Ibis leads
to a picture of coplanar jets of particles (one or more) coning
out back to back in the centre- of mass system of these constituents. The jets studied here have been defined by having at least
one particle of high transverse momentum. If jets frequently
break up into many particles no high p^ particle may be present,
and a different trigger system for the experiment is needed.
The experiments clearly bring out jet-like events both in
electron-positron and in proton—proton collisions as measured by
sphericity in electron-positron production and by the jet opening
angle and coplanarity in the proton-proton production.
It is not clear whether the jets represent new physics or is
just, another way of stating that resonances ( p , K* , A , N* ,
etc.) are produced with high p„ and that in such productions
the high transverse momentum must be balanced essentially locally
in the collision.
In order to obtain a clear picture of what happens in high
prp events it is necessary to continue exf>erimentation with large
solid angle for recording identified high p,p particles (low
cross section) and for identifying as many as possible also of
the other particles (both charged and neutral). Only in this way
can we hope to separate out jets and ütudy the quantum numbers of
the jet-parents available in the p.ocess of two particles colliding
with high kinetic energi.
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APPENDIX

A.

Coordinate Systems.
The main coordinate system used in the description of the reults is shown in Fig. 8. The x-axis is taken to be at 90° to the
incoming protons in their centre-of-mass system with positive direction along the trigger particle. The x - y plane is defined by the
trigger particle Had the incoming protons and does not usually coincide with the horizontal plane in the laboratory system (The trigger particle of the BSO system is at ~ U° and that of the CERN
system within ± 8° of the horizontal plane in the laboratory).
The z-axis of this righthanded system points upwards as shown in
Fig. 8.
The polar angle (0) in the system is the angle made with the
y-axis, the azimuthal angle ($) is measured in the x - z plane,
the positive x-axis at $ = 0 .
In addition to this system there is a coordinate system
attached to the jets, with an axis along the directions of the
parents of the jets in the c.m. system of these particles. We
have at the moment no possibility to find this system because we
have no means of knowing that we have found all the particles belonging to a jet (e.g. the SKM detector records charged particles
only). In some cases we approximate this jet system with an axis
along the trigger particle on the one s;ide and that of the particle
with the highest transverse momentum, p>p , on the other side. In
other cases the axis is taken to be along the vector sum of the
momenta of the particles included in the set defined as a jet.
The opening angle in the jet system is called a , often taken to
be the angle between two particles of high p*p . The transverse
momentum cf a particle with respect to the jet axis is called q .

APPENDIX

B.

Acceptance and Normalization.
The acceptances of the equipment and the normalizations should
be considered before a discussion of the measured jet-relevant data
is started.
So far no other particle than the trigger particle has been
identified. In principle one should want a detector with uniform
acceptance over the total solid angle of Uir . The non-uniformity
of acceptance (for charged particles only) is indicated in Fig. 2U

2G -

Fig. 2h.
Diagram representing the particle distribution in the
Split Field Magnet detector associated with a trigger particle
in the spectrometer of the British-Scandinavian-Orsay group. The
horizontal and vertical axes represent the horizontal transverse
(p 2 ) momentum component respectively (see
(p x ) and the vertical
Figures 7 and 8). The different shadings represent the number of
particles recorded as indicated in the ppper right corner. The
centre of mass energy of the proton-protjn system was 52.8 CuV
and only particles with longitudinal momentum, py < 1 GeV/c
were included in the plot.

which shows the spatial distribution in terms of p x and p z .
The "four-leaf clover" has large openings between its leaves where
there is either no detector, or the detector is shaded by obstacles*
The computing of acceptance for such a system requires a very large
amount of Monte Carlo simulations. The data of the BSO group 2 2
(experiment Ul3) is instead normalized by dividing the rates
observed per event with a high p»p trigger by the rates obtained
with a "minimum bias" trigger which requires only that minimum two
tracks are found in the SFM detector. A similar normalization has
also been used by the CERN group. 23
From Fig. 23 one can see that the distribution is skew, 'With
more particles in the positive than in the negative x-direction.
This is due mainly to the motion of the c.m. system of the two incoming protons, moving vith a velocity 0.13 c in the direction
of the trigger particle, coupled with the steeply falling production cross section as function of p^, (Fig. l).

